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in this screenshot i've got my latest game save (c:/my games/gta.5) checked. how do i go about
deleting it/is there something that i need to do first to ensure the game will start?(the reason i'm

trying to delete the save is because i've been playing the game for a little too long and the save file
has become unusable due to it filling up my hdd due to the game taking up a lot more space than

originally anticipated. deleting the save file will return the game back to its original size.) new
v0.09a: + added more weather-effects. weather appears differently, depending on the season. + the
new weather-effects are auto-randomised. + added a picture of the last weather that was active in
the game. + added a new weather-effect - tornado. + added a new event - tornado destruction. the

tornado destroys everything in its way, and while it is falling down, the order of the building is
uncertain. you have to be careful when a tornado hits the ground. it may turn your things upside

down! + a tornado can be destroyed by all the special air-bikes. + a tornado can destroy passenger-
planes. + a tornado can destroy helicopters, but not air-planes. + a tornado can destroy a number of

buildings. + a tornado can destroy an ufo. + a tornado can destroy a building. + a tornado can
destroy a vehicle. + a tornado can destroy a tree. + a tornado can destroy a building containing a

passenger. + a tornado can destroy the save point. + a tornado can destroy the cars in a traffic jam.
+ a tornado can destroy parts of the road and traffic signs. + every tornado occurs after a rain. +

every tornado has a duration, depending on the weather. the longer the weather is active, the
stronger the tornado is. + every tornado is auto-randomised. + each tornado is completely different,

depending on the weather. + every building can be destroyed by a tornado. (rare) + a special
particle effect can be observed during a wind storm. + the atmosphere of the world (including the
trees) appears to be more dense during a rain. the wind is roaring. + the atmosphere of the world

appears to be slightly lighter during a thunderstorm. + a good tornado should appear after a rain. +
the sky is filled with rain. + the stars are incredibly brighter during a thunderstorm. + every

thunderstorm has a duration, depending on the weather. the longer the weather is active, the
stronger the thunderstorm is. + only the rocket-pods are not destroyed by a tornado. + the rocket-

pods are completely different from the regular pods. + the rocket-pods can only contain one
passenger each. + the rocket-pods are also used for the space-routes. + some rockets can fly

through the air. + those rockets can have passenger-ships. + those rockets can be destroyed by the
special air-bikes. + special air-bikes can fly on the rocket-pods. + the special air-bikes are special,

unique air-bikes. they are always the same colour and have their own special properties. + a special
effect occurs when you hit a special air-bike. + the special air-bikes can crash into each other. + the

special air-bikes can be destroyed by the player. + you can get a special air-bike on the special
billboards. + you can switch to the special air-bikes on special signs on the road.
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The PC version of GTA V was released for the PC on September 18, 2013. It has now become the
second most popular and exclusive PC game franchise. The game has a large selection of playing

modes and allows players to create their own levels. GTA V is a popular series of crime games
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created by Rockstar Games. The third installment in the series, it was released on September 18,
2013 for the PC and PlayStation 3. It is the latest to have a standalone for PC as well as a PS4 and
Xbox One. GTA V has been available since 29th October 2013 on PlayStation 3, Xbox 360 and PC.

Although GTA V was planned for release in 2006, Rockstar Games delayed it by four years as a result
of development complications. The delay resulted in Rockstar Games and the media vowing to never

release another installment of Grand Theft Auto. However, after production, the game was a
commercial success. Rockstar Games has collaborated with Take Two Interactive's 2K Games for the
official releases for the PS3 and Xbox 360. The PC version was developed by Rockstar North. The PC
version also allows for the player to switch to third-person view. The San Andreas Missions are a set
of DLC for GTA IV. It is an expansion of the main storyline of GTA IV and contains a set of missions.

The DLC is available for Xbox 360 as a standalone purchase and for the PC through Rockstar Games'
website. The developer, Rockstar Games, regularly releases updates to the GTA series on both

consoles and PC. This modifies and fixes certain in-game elements in order to accommodate those
that have specific hardware requirements. An update can be as small as fixing a bug or as large as a
new feature. The updates often do not force the player to update. The player is only notified when

the game is launched. 5ec8ef588b
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